Abstract: Rural settlements are undergoing a reconstruction process in the context of rapid urbanization, which has a significant impact on ecological land. However, rural settlements encroaching on ecological land (RSEEL) and its associated ecological effects have been widely ignored. This paper aims to accurately and quantitatively evaluate the ecological disturbance caused by RSEEL in China’s rapid urbanization areas. An ecological disturbance index combining changes in both the scale and fragmentation was applied in Nantong, Eastern China. Three types, including jump expansion, extension diffusion, and internal filling, were identified in RSEEL. The results show that the jump expansion type accounted for the largest proportion (58.39%) at the patch level, whereas the extension diffusion was the dominant type at the village level, and the internal filling type was the least common. RSEEL unexpectedly did not make ecological land more fragmented due to the preference for small independent patches in most encroachment cases; hence, the degree of ecological disturbance caused by RSEEL was low in most areas of Nantong. When the encroachment type of RSEEL was combined with the ecological disturbance degree, it was found that the ecological disturbance caused by the jump expansion type was higher than that of the other two types, and extension diffusion and low-level disturbance was the main pattern observed in villages. The findings will contribute to our understanding of the dynamic relationship between rural settlement and ecological land and provide valuable information for rural settlement reconstruction under ecological civilization.
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1. Introduction

Land-use changes caused by human disturbances have immediate impacts on the structure and services of ecosystems [1,2]. The threat of ecological land loss owing to human land use has become a tough issue throughout the world [3,4]. Globally, with the accelerated process of urban expansion and agricultural modernization, a gradual transformation of the original natural ecosystem into a new type of ecosystem has been taking place [5,6]. This process has led to a large amount of nature-dominated land with important ecosystem services occupied by human settlements [7,8]. The degradation of ecological functions due to habitat loss [9] and fragmentation [10] has been raising extensive concerns. Efforts have been made to solve these problems around the world in response to the sustainable development goals proposed by the United Nations [11]. However, studies and actions focus mainly on the occupation of ecological land by urban development [12,13]. Rural settlements encroaching on ecological land (RSEEL) and the associated ecological disturbances have been largely ignored.
Rural settlements are comprehensive embodiments of production relations and social connections in the countryside [14,15]. China has witnessed a large rural-to-urban population shift against the background of rapid industrialization and urbanization since the implementation of the reform and opening-up policy in 1978 [16]. Nonetheless, the area of rural settlements has been increasing instead of decreasing [17,18]. On the one hand, this increase has resulted in the inefficient use of rural settlements due to issues such as one household having multiple lands and ‘hollow villages’ [19,20]. On the other hand, the disorderly expansion of rural settlements has occupied ecological space in rural areas [21,22]. Rural settlements expansion is featured by multipoint distribution, fragmentation, and invisibility, which easily results in the neglect of the impacts of RSEEL [23]. Fortunately, the significance of ecological conservation has been realized by China’s government, and policies such as green growth [24] and the ecological red line [25] have been proposed and implemented in recent years. A new pattern of rural development that emphasizes ‘ecological villages’ based on the rural revitalization strategy has been proposed [26]. Paying attention to the spatiotemporal characteristics of RSEEL and its disturbance to ecological land is of great importance in addressing the aforementioned issues and provides guidance for rural settlement reconstruction.

Ecological land refers to land-use types with significant ecological value [27], which play an important role in microclimate regulations, water conservation, and wildlife protection [28], as well as providing ecosystem goods and services [29]. Early studies focused on the definition and classification of ecological land, based mainly on identifying the types or main functions of land use [30]. With the surge in ecological problems caused by rapid urban development, studies have gradually begun to focus on the spatiotemporal distribution and evolution [31], evaluation [32], and protection and optimization [33] of ecological land. Habitat area and fragmentation are the two key points of ecological function and ecological disturbance [34]. Haddad et al. [35] found that habitat fragmentation reduced biodiversity by decreasing biomass and altering nutrient cycles, and the smallest and isolated fragments were most affected. Moreover, Jin et al. [36] have proposed an index that considered both changes in habitat area and fragmentation caused by losses and gains of ecological landscape patches, and found that negative ecological disturbance was more prevalent at the edges of city centers and ecologically sensitive areas. The influences of other land uses on ecological land have been explored [37].

Although ecological land plays an important role in improving the living environment of rural areas [38], little attention has been given to exploring the ecological disturbance caused by rural settlement expansion due to the characteristics of spatial concealment and fragmentation of RSEEL. Scholars have tended to discuss the influencing factors and mechanisms of rural settlement evolution [39,40] as well as the human–land relationship involved in this process [41,42]. The use of internal space in rural settlements [43] and its socioeconomic attributes have also been explored [44]; however, the linkages between rural settlement expansion and ecological land loss remain unclear. Numerous studies have analyzed habitat loss [45] and ecological fragmentation [46], but few have considered both the changes in scale and fragmentation caused by ecological disturbance. Ecological disturbance is usually evaluated by comparing ecological land use at two time points based on remote sensing image data [28,47], which cannot accurately catch the characteristics of spatial concealment and fragmentation of RSEEL. Additionally, two-level (patch level and administrative unit level) analyses have been applied in these studies. The patch level highlights the spatiotemporal characteristics of certain geographical phenomena, while the administrative unit level reflects the differentiation of socioeconomic development. A combined analysis of the two levels is helpful for a comprehensive understanding of ecological disturbance. However, few studies have linked the disturbance characteristics of the two levels to reveal the underlying relations between them.

To fill this research gap, this paper analyzes the spatiotemporal characteristics of RSEEL from 2009 to 2018 in Nantong, Eastern China based on accurate land-use vector data. Moreover, the research contribution of this paper also includes a comprehensive
ecological disturbance index that is innovatively proposed to measure the impacts of RSEEL on ecological land in terms of both scale and fragmentation. This study aims to address the following questions: (1) What are the spatiotemporal characteristics and encroachment types of RSEEL in Nantong at the patch level and village level? (2) How to quantitatively evaluate the disturbance caused by RSEEL? (3) What are the underlying relations between encroachment type and ecological disturbance in RSEEL? We expect that the findings will contribute to our understanding of the ecological effects of RSEEL and provide differentiated regional protection suggestions to guide rural settlement planning while constructing an ecological civilization.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Nantong, located in Jiangsu Province, Eastern China, is the economic center of the North Yangtze River delta region, covering an area of 8544 km$^2$, with nearly 7.63 million residents in 2018. There are four districts, one county, and four county-level cities under the jurisdiction of Nantong, and a total of 2048 administrative villages were taken as the evaluation units in this study (Figure 1). Nantong has significant geographical advantages because it lies at the junction of the coastal economic belt and the Yangtze River economic belt, and it is among the coastal areas of China that have the most abundant land resources. The scale of ecological land in Nantong is as large as 3402.85 km$^2$, accounting for 39.83% of the total area. Meanwhile, the intensity of land space development in Nantong is approaching 20%, which is the internationally recognized livable standard. With the rapid socioeconomic development of Nantong, the conflict between constructed space and ecological space has become increasingly prominent.

![Figure 1. Distribution of ecological land and rural settlements in Nantong.](image)

Compared with the occupation of ecological land by urban construction land, RSEEL is more implicit. The area of ecological land in Nantong decreased from year to year, from 3618.72 km$^2$ to 3402.85 km$^2$, during the 2009–2018 period, with an average annual reduction of 23.99 km$^2$. However, rural settlements in Nantong expanded continuously, and the
settled areas increased by 8.55%, from 1295.60 km² to 1406.34 km², during the 2009-period (Figure 2). The area of per capita rural settlement land in Nantong is 192.12 m², which is beyond the national standard of 150 m². The expansion of rural settlements will inevitably lead to more ecological land being occupied in Nantong, and there is an urgent need to identify the spatiotemporal characteristics of RSEEL and the associated ecological disturbance. We believe that empirical research in Nantong is conducive to addressing the imbalance between ecologically sustainable development and the rural revitalization involved in RSEEL.

![Figure 2. Changes in ecological land and rural settlements in Nantong.](image)

2.2. Data Sources and Processing

The land-use data (1:10,000 scale) were acquired from the Jiangsu Bureau of National Resources Management. To maintain the consistency of land-use data since the second national land survey in 2009, and to ensure the currency of this research, the period of 2009–2018 was chosen as the time interval for RSEEL identification. Based on the existing research [48] combined with the actual situation of Nantong, woodland, grassland, water area, saline–alkali land, swamp land, sandy land, and bare land were defined as ecological land for this paper. Rural settlements and ecological land were extracted from the land-use data of 2048 units in Nantong. The spatiotemporal characteristics of RSEEL were analyzed using the joint tools of ArcGIS 10.2 to overlay the layers between 2009 and 2018. The field calculator, Python code, and VB script were applied to identify the land-use transformation of ecological land to rural settlements.

3. Methods

3.1. Landscape Expansion Index

The landscape expansion index is helpful for revealing the distance relationship between RSEEL patches and original rural settlement patches [19]. A 30 m buffer zone was established for each RSEEL patch and then intersected with the original rural settlement patches. According to the ratio of intersection area and buffer area, the RSEEL landscape expansion index can be obtained. The formula is expressed as follows:

\[ LEI_i = 100 \times \frac{IA_i}{BA_i} \]  

(1)
where $LEI_i$ represents the landscape expansion index of RSEEL patch $i$, and the value range is $0 \leq LEI_i \leq 100$; $IA_i$ refers to the intersection area between original rural settlement patches and the buffer zone of RSEEL patch $i$, and $BA_i$ refers to the buffer area of RSEEL patch $i$. According to the value range of $LEI_i$, the RSEEL pattern can be divided into three types (Figure 3): internal filling ($50 < LEI_i \leq 100$), extension diffusion ($0 < LEI_i \leq 50$), and jump expansion ($LEI_i = 0$).

**Figure 3. Patterns of RSEEL.**

### 3.2. Ecological Disturbance Assessment

#### 3.2.1. Landscape Fragmentation Evaluation

Landscape fragmentation reflects the degree of landscape segmentation caused by natural or human factors [49]. The evaluation indicators of landscape fragmentation are different in different studies [34–36] due to the differences in the actual situation of the study area, the differences in subjective selection, etc., so there is no unified indicator standard. However, the average patch area, as the most basic spatial feature of land scale, can be used to show the degree of landscape fragmentation; the smaller the average patch area is, the higher the fragmentation degree. The ecological land-use status of each unit in Nantong without considering the impact of RSEEL can be obtained by restoring RSEEL patches that occurred during the study period to ecological land patches. Compared with the actual land-use status, the change rate of the average patch area of ecological land was obtained to measure the impact of RSEEL on ecological landscape fragmentation. The formula is expressed as follows:

$$EMP_{Si} = \frac{EA_i}{EN_i}$$  \hspace{2cm} (2)

$$\Delta EMP_{Si} = \frac{* EMP_{Si}^{t0} - EMP_{Si}^{t0}}{EMP_{Si}^{t0}}$$ \hspace{2cm} (3)

where $EMP_{Si}$ is the average patch area of ecological land in unit $i$; $EA_i$ and $EN_i$ are the area and number of patches of ecological land in unit $i$, respectively; $\Delta EMP_{Si}$ is the change rate of $EMP_{Si}$; $* EMP_{Si}^{t0}$ is the average patch area of ecological land in unit $i$ at $t_0$ without considering the impact of RSEEL during the study period; and $EMP_{Si}^{t0}$ is the actual average patch area of ecological land in unit $i$ at $t_0$.

#### 3.2.2. Ecological Disturbance Index

Compared with the rate of RSEEL, that is, the ratio of RSEEL area to the original ecological land area, the ecological disturbance index comprehensively considers the scale and number of patches occupied by rural settlements on ecological land, enabling the ecological disturbance caused by RSEEL to be measured more thoroughly [50]. The lower the value of the ecological disturbance index, the lower the impact of RSEEL on ecological land. The formula is introduced and expressed as follows:

$$EDI_i = \frac{EA_i^{t1} \rightarrow RA_i^{t2} \times EN_i^{t1} \rightarrow RN_i^{t2}}{\sqrt{EA_i^{t1} \rightarrow EA_i^{t2} \times EN_i^{t1} \rightarrow EN_i^{t2}}}$$ \hspace{2cm} (4)
where $EDI_i$ represents the ecological disturbance index of unit $i$, $EA_i^{t_1}$ refers to the area of ecological land at $t_1$ in unit $i$, $EA_i^{t_1} \rightarrow RA_i^{t_2}$ is the area of ecological land converted to rural settlement from $t_1$ to $t_2$ in unit $i$, $EN_i^{t_1}$ is the number of patches of ecological land at $t_1$ in unit $i$, and $EN_i^{t_1} \rightarrow RN_i^{t_2}$ is the number of patches converted from ecological land to rural settlement during $t_1$-$t_2$ in unit $i$.

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Spatiotemporal Characteristics of RSEEL in Nantong

From 2009 to 2018, the ecological land in Nantong decreased by 215.87 km$^2$, while the area of rural settlements increased by 110.74 km$^2$. The reduction in ecological land was distributed mainly in Rudong, Qidong, and Tongzhou, where a decrease of 131.38 km$^2$ was observed, accounting for 60.86% of the total decrease. The growth of rural settlements was concentrated mainly in Qidong, Haian, and Rudong, and the total expansion of rural settlements amounted to 83.63 km$^2$, accounting for 75.52% of the total growth. Thus, 64.65 km$^2$ (1.79% of the level in 2009) of ecological land was converted to rural settlements from 2009 to 2018. The rate of RSEEL varied in different counties in Nantong (Figure 4).

The spatial differentiation of RSEEL in Nantong was not obvious at the city scale. However, the administrative villages with a higher rate of RSEEL showed a certain trend of agglomeration and cluster distribution in each county of Nantong. The rate of RSEEL ranged from 0% to 94.63% at the village level, which was higher than that at the county level. The highest RSEEL rate was observed in Yinyang town of Qidong. According to the natural breakpoint method, the rate of RSEEL was divided into four intervals: it was less than 4.66% in 1858 villages out of 2048 villages, and it was over 36.71% in only 15 villages. The villages with a relatively higher RSEEL rate were distributed in northern and southern Rugao, central and southern Tongzhou, and southern Qidong.

According to the value of the landscape expansion index, RSEEL in Nantong can be characterized as three types: internal filling (Figure 5a), jump expansion (Figure 5b), and extension diffusion (Figure 5c). RSEEL patches belonging to the internal filling type occurred in the sandwich zone with high rural settlement proximity, and RSEEL was manifested by the tendency of those occupying ecological land to form contiguous rural settlements. These patches were mainly strip shapes, and dotted patches were found mostly in...
north-central Rugao. The jump expansion type of RSEEL means that new rural settlements were far from the original rural settlements and emerged mostly in the coastal tidal flats and rivers of Rudong and Qidong. The number of RSEEL patches belonging to the jump expansion type was relatively small; however, those patches were usually blocky, large, and locally concentrated. For extension diffusion, the new rural settlements caused by RSEEL occurred along the borders of the original rural settlements, and their spatial distribution was comparatively even. The area of a single RSEEL patch of the extension diffusion type was very small, and most of them were scattered in the form of dots and strips, as was especially obvious in Tongzhou. In general, in terms of the number of RSEEL patches in Nantong, the extension diffusion type was most common, at 72.20%, and the internal filling type and jump expansion type accounted for 16.20% and 11.60%, respectively. However, in terms of the scale of RSEEL patches, the jump expansion type accounted for 58.39% (38.32 km²), and the extension diffusion type and internal filling type accounted for 26.39 km² and 0.86 km², or 40.29% and 1.32%, respectively.

Figure 5. The pattern of RSEEL at the patch level and the rate of RSEEL at the village level.

4.2. Ecological Disturbance Evaluation of RSEEL

Rural settlements are characterized by small patches but wide coverage. Their encroachment on ecological land is covert and is of great significance for evaluating the ecological disturbance caused by RSEEL. We quantitatively measured the impact of RSEEL on ecological land from the changes in landscape fragmentation caused by RSEEL and the value of the ecological disturbance index. We used counterfactual analysis and restored the RSEEL patches from 2009–2018 to ecological land to obtain the change rate of the average patch area of ecological land (EMPS) caused by RSEEL. As shown in Figure 6, the change rate in EMPS caused by RSEEL had both positive and negative values. The change rate was negative in only 23 villages (shown as dots in Figure 6), which means that the ecological land became more fragmented under the influence of RSEEL in just a few areas in Nantong, most of which were distributed in Haimen and Rugao. Among them, Yinyang town of Qidong was the most prominent since the average patch area of ecological land decreased by 91.41%, from 8207.38 m² to 704.75 m², because of RSEEL. This area was also the region with the highest rate of RSEEL.
As shown in the right half of Figure 6, different colors were used to represent the four degrees of the positive EMPS change rate caused by RSEEL, and the length of the column reflects the number of villages corresponding to a certain degree. In contrast with the expected impact, RSEEL did not improve the fragmentation of the ecological landscape, nor did it lower the stability of the spatial structure of ecological land. On the contrary, the process of RSEEL led to more homogeneous and continuous ecological land with an even larger average patch area since priority was given to individual small patches rather than larger agglomerated patches in the RSEEL. The spatial differentiation of this phenomenon was obvious with significant agglomeration, and the regions with higher change rates in the average patch area were distributed mostly in the central part of Nantong, especially in Tongzhou and Haimen.

In addition to quantifying the impact of RSEEL on the landscape pattern of ecological land in Nantong, it is also necessary to evaluate the ecological disturbance caused by RSEEL through the ecological disturbance index, which considers both the scale of encroachment and the number of occupied patches. The value of the ecological disturbance index ranged from 0 to 1.18; the higher the value, the more serious the ecological disturbance. According to the value and range of EDI, the degree of ecological disturbance could be divided into three intervals by the natural breakpoint method: low-level disturbance (0 < EDI ≤ 0.05), medium-level disturbance (0.05 < EDI ≤ 0.40), and high-level disturbance (0.40 < EDI ≤ 1.18). As shown in Figure 7, most areas in Nantong suffered low-level ecological disturbance from RSEEL, accounting for 57.52% of all villages. There were only 40 villages where the degree of ecological disturbance was high, and most of them were distributed in Rugao, Tongzhou, Rudong, and Qidong. The value of the ecological disturbance index was the highest at 1.18 in Yangkou town of Rudong, where the rate of RSEEL was up to 62.84%, and the ecological land was more fragmented due to RSEEL. The rate of RSEEL focused on the degree of area conversion from ecological land to rural settlement; however, the ecological disturbance index further revealed regions with a possibly lower total scale of RSEEL but more occupied patches. Compared with Figure 5, some villages with higher ecological disturbance values, especially in western Tongzhou and southern Qidong, were greatly influenced by the number of occupied patches in RSEEL, which affected the form and layout of the original ecological land to a certain extent.
4.3. Correlation between Encroachment Type and Ecological Disturbance in RSEEL

Three types of RSEEL were identified in the previous section. To analyze the situation of RSEEL in Nantong more accurately, the dominant type of RSEEL in each village was further identified by calculating and comparing the scale of each encroachment type in each village. As shown in Figure 8, the dominant type of RSEEL in each village of Nantong had significant agglomerations with spatial differentiation. Most of the villages without RSEEL were concentrated in Chongchuan, Gangzha, and the Economic–Technological Development Area, in which there were few rural settlements. The statistics indicated that except for 182 villages without RSEEL, the area dominated by the extension diffusion type of RSEEL in Nantong was the largest, with a total of 1441 units, and they featured concentrations of connected pieces, especially in Tongzhou. In 394 villages, the jump expansion type of RSEEL was dominant, and they were distributed mainly in the peripheral coastal areas of Rudong and Qidong, as well as the central part of Haian. However, the regions dominated by the internal filling type of RSEEL were relatively scattered, and most of these 61 villages were in western and southern Nantong.
After the dominant type of RSEEL in each unit of Nantong was clarified, it was worth considering whether the encroachment types had a certain relationship with the degree of ecological disturbance caused by them. By combining the dominant encroachment type of each village with its degree of ecological disturbance, this paper comprehensively explored the correlation pattern between the two in RSEEL in Nantong (Figure 9). Although we found no significant correlation between the two through Pearson correlation analysis, we obtained some information from the cross-analysis results, as shown in Table 1. Except for 182 villages without RSEEL, there were eight correlation patterns. In the regions dominated by the jump expansion type of RSEEL, there were 205 villages with medium-level ecological disturbance, a slightly higher number than villages that suffered low-level ecological disturbance. However, the ecological disturbance caused by RSEEL was mostly low in villages dominated by the extension diffusion type and the internal filling type of RSEEL. This phenomenon indicates that the jump expansion type of RSEEL to some extent had a greater disturbance effect than the extension diffusion type and the internal filling type. The internal filling high-level disturbance correlation pattern did not appear in RSEEL in Nantong. The first reason was that the internal filling type of RSEEL was the least common of the three types of encroachment; the second was that it occurred mostly in sandwich zones of adjacent rural settlements or the interior areas of massive rural settlements, where the occupied ecological land was originally separated from other ecological land patches. The impact of RSEEL in this situation was naturally slight. Among the eight correlation patterns of encroachment-type ecological disturbance degree in RSEEL in Nantong, extension diffusion low-level disturbance was the main pattern, with 775 out of 2048 units, followed by extension diffusion medium-level disturbance.
Figure 9. Correlation patterns of encroachment type and degree of ecological disturbance in RSEEL at the county level.

Table 1. Cross-analysis of encroachment type and degree of ecological disturbance in RSEEL in Nantong.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of RSEEL</th>
<th>Degree of Ecological Disturbance</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-Level</td>
<td>Medium-Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villages without RSEEL</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump expansion</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension diffusion</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal filling</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1178</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the differentiation characteristics of these correlation patterns in RSEEL, most of them existed in all nine counties of Nantong (Figure 10); however, villages featuring the jump expansion high-level disturbance pattern were obviously concentrated in Qidong. This RSEEL correlation pattern needs to be taken seriously since the main objects of jump expansion were large-scale important ecological land areas. This RSEEL type would make ecological lands more fragmented, which would influence their original function. The extension diffusion low-level disturbance pattern, which is the least disruptive of the eight RSEEL patterns in Nantong, occurred mainly in Rugao and Rudong. The extensive diffusion type of RSEEL was usually seen in rural settlements with high spatial connectivity that expanded to take full advantage of their location to occupy the surrounding ecological land. Most of the occupied ecological land was distributed along the periphery of the rural settlements in scattered patches around the original ecological land, and encroachment did not affect the general layout of nearby ecological land. Thus, the impact of ecological disturbance was relatively small.
5. Discussion

5.1. Underlying Causes of RSEEL Linked to Different Patterns

The scale of ecological land occupied by rural settlement expansion is increasing due to the internal demands of farmers themselves to expand their homesteads owing to extensive and rapid economic growth [51]. In addition, under the situation of stricter management and control of cultivated land, ecological land has become the preferred choice for rural settlement expansion due to its fuzzy definition and boundary. RSEEL is the common result of insufficient supervision of the disordered expansion of rural settlements and inadequate attention to and protection of ecological land. However, due to the mostly star-dot spatial distribution of rural settlements, the process of RSEEL is relatively difficult to detect compared with the encroachment of urban construction on ecological land.

The encroachment types of RSEEL are jump expansion, extension diffusion, and internal filling. In terms of the scale of RSEEL in Nantong, the jump expansion type was the most common, while the extension diffusion type predominated in terms of the number of occupied patches, and the internal filling type was rare. The spatial differentiation of the encroachment type of RSEEL is related to the structural characteristics of internal ecological land in rural settlements, which are influenced by terrain conditions [52], the stage of socioeconomic development [53], and traditional culture policies [54]. The jump expansion type of RSEEL occurs due to farmers’ inadequate consideration of the impact of this process on ecological land; based on their own interests, in regard to rural settlement expansion, they prefer to develop an independent site for the construction of a new settlement. The jump expansion type of RSEEL usually aims at contiguous ecological land with important functions and leads to the fragmentation of ecological land through large-scale occupation from the interior of a contiguous land area, which causes relatively greater disturbance. Compared with the extension diffusion type and the internal filling type of
RSEEL, most ecological land occupied by the jump expansion type of RSEEL is not suitable for rural settlement construction due to its complex landforms. The extension diffusion type and the internal filling type of RSEEL are both fully based on the location advantage and land resources of the original rural settlements. Rural settlements with higher connectivity and proximity seem to have a kind of gravitational effect on small and independent ecological land patches scattered around and among them. Transforming those patches into rural settlements not only makes the overall ecological land less fragmented but also realizes the reorganization and integration of rural settlements. Although these two kinds of encroachment still cause damage to the ecological space of rural settlements, the overall disturbance to ecological land is not significant.

5.2. Policy Suggestions for Rural Settlement Planning under Ecological Civilization Construction

China’s ecological civilization construction is a long-term vital strategy for the environmental protection and modernization of the country [55], and a ‘Five-in-One’ framework integrating economic, political, cultural, social, and ecological civilization has been fully established since the 18th National Congress of China in 2012 [56]. The control of ecological land use must be increasingly strict against the background of ecological civilization construction, and differentiated policies should be implemented according to the various encroachment types of RSEEL and the different degrees of ecological disturbances associated with them. Both development-oriented and conservation-oriented policies should be considered. Development-oriented policies aim to promote progress and production speed, while conservation-oriented policies are implemented mainly to guide human land use for sustainable development [36,57]. Seeking out the balance between the two is the key to harmony between rural settlement expansion and ecological land protection.

The policies involved in RSEEL can be optimized in the following ways. First, according to the actual RSEEL situation in Nantong, although extension diffusion was the dominant type, the ecological land occupied by jump expansion was larger in scale and occurred mostly in coastal areas, where the value of ecological land is relatively higher, resulting in a greater ecological disturbance. In that case, we should advocate that in rural areas with fewer people and more land, rural settlement expansion should make full use of the conditions of original settlement sites and be carried out through extension diffusion and internal filling, giving priority to relatively independent small-scale patches of ecological land, and thus improving the connectivity of rural settlements through RSEEL. At the same time, in addition to the reconstruction of original rural settlements with transformation potential, hollow villages can be revitalized [58,59]. Second, ecological land has gradually become the key object of rural settlement expansion because of its vague definition, and it is necessary to specify what ecological land needs to be strictly protected in accordance with the natural resources of different regions. Relevant policies should be implemented to regulate the location, land-use type and scale of ecological land that can be occupied by rural settlement expansion; moreover, we must ensure a certain proportion of ecological space in rural ecological, production, and living spaces and guarantee the accessibility of ecological land for rural settlements [60]. Third, through the comprehensive ecological disturbance index proposed in this paper, we can monitor the impact of rural settlement expansion on ecological land. The government should clearly define ecological red-line areas and propose corresponding punishments for villages where high-level ecological disturbance is identified.

A linkage between rural settlement renovation and ecological land compensation can be established; that is, inefficiently used rural settlements can be reclaimed for ecological land through land consolidation in areas suffering high-level ecological disturbance from RSEEL [61], and ecological compensation can be offered for regions with low-level or even no ecological disturbance caused by RSEEL. In addition, the minimum cumulative resistance model can be used to simulate the obstruction layer of ecological land expansion in the study area and superimpose it on the spatial distribution layer of rural settlements,
thus deducing the suitability of rural settlement layout from the perspective of ecological priority [62]. By identifying conflicts between the distribution of rural settlements and ecological land, we can identify rural settlements with great potential for transformation into ecological land as key objects of land consolidation.

6. Conclusions

This paper quantitively evaluated the disturbance effects caused by RSEEL based on a comprehensive ecological disturbance index combining both the scale and the number of patches of ecological land occupied by rural settlements. The spatiotemporal characteristics of RSEEL in 2048 villages of Nantong were identified from 2009 to 2018. We explored the underlying relations between RSEEL encroachment types and the associated ecological disturbance levels. The results show that the extension diffusion type of RSEEL was the leading type in 1411 villages, accounting for 68.90% of the total. RSEEL in Nantong did not make the ecological land more fragmented due to the preference for small independent patches in encroachment; hence, the degree of ecological disturbance caused by RSEEL was mostly at a low level, accounting for 57.52% of the total, and the ecological disturbance degree of the jump expansion type was slightly higher than that of the other two types. Extension diffusion low-level disturbance was the main pattern of encroachment-type ecological disturbance degree relation in most RSEEL. Although our study is conducive to clarifying the encroachment type of RSEEL and clearly provides insight into the hidden influence of RSEEL by identifying the spatiotemporal characteristics of RSEEL and evaluating the associated ecological disturbance, there is still room for further research. For example, the driving mechanism of RSEEL and data on economic development or human activities can be introduced to analyze their correlations with different rates, scales, and patterns of RSEEL.

Moreover, under the background of global ecological security, the control of ecological land use must be increasingly strict, and the ecological land in rural areas is relatively rich. Therefore, in the future, it is urgent to master the location, scale, and changes in ecological land in different types of rural areas in different countries through abundant research and analyze the types and reasons for ecological land occupation, so that differentiated ecological land protection policies can be formulated according to the research results of different regions and local conditions. While ensuring the social and economic development of rural areas, we should protect the scale and quality of ecological land and ensure its sustainability in providing corresponding ecosystem goods and services for human survival and development. Additionally, we believe that RSEEL analysis has the potential to offer valuable information and reasonable suggestions for governments and planners in guiding rural settlement development while constructing an ecological civilization.
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